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This paper illustrates matrix display of pairwise novometric associations 

for mixed-metric designs involving variables assessed using a variety of 

binary, multicategorical, and ordered measurement scales.  

 
 

 

Matrix display of pairwise novometric associa-

tions of variables assessed by a mix of nominal 

(binary), multicategorical, and ordered meas-

urement scales
1
 is illustrated using data from a 

population representative transversal study of 

528 randomly recruited adults with severe den-

tal disease (DMFT>4). People aged 20–49 years 

completed a survey on factors hypothesized to 

be relevant to oral health. The study took place 

in Moradabad, the largest city located in the 

western Uttar Pradesh state of India, with an 

urban/ rural population ratio representative of 

the corresponding distribution (70:30) of India.
2
 

For exposition the ordered variable was 

respondent age assessed as an integer (mean= 

36.2, SD=6.8, median=36); the multicategorical 

variable was teeth cleaning aide (1=toothbrush, 

N=243; 2=finger, N=209; 3=other, N=48; 4= 

none, N=28); and the nominal variable was gen-

der (0=female, N=186; 1=male, N=342).
2
 

Novometric analysis enables discovery 

of optimal relationships in the sample, defined 

using threshold values on the class variable and 

attribute(s).
3-7

 All optimal (maximum-accuracy) 

models identified in analysis maximize normed 

predictive accuracy (ESS=0 is the level of accu-

racy expected by chance, ESS=100 is perfect 

accuracy) for their associated combination of 

number of endpoints and minimum endpoint 

sample size. The globally-optimal (GO) model 

for the sample explicitly yields the smallest D 

statistic, which norms ESS for parsimony (the 

number of model endpoints) and indicates the 

remaining number of equivalent effects that are 

required to attain a theoretically ideal model—

that is, a model achieving perfect accuracy with 

the minimum possible degree of complexity.
3,8

 

Statistical power analysis
3
 indicated N> 

32 patients should be classified into all model 

endpoints for 90% power to detect a moderate 

effect with a generalized exploratory p<0.05. 

Gender met this criterion. For teeth cleaning 

aide 5 of 6 possible dummy variables (all except 

none versus all others) were constructed, and for 

age a total of 20 class dummy variables (ages 27 

through 46, inclusive) were constructed, that all 

satisfied the statistical power criterion.
3,7

  

Novometric models were constrained to 

identify effects with identical ESS in training 

and LOO (single-sample jackknife) analysis in 

an effort to identify cross-generalizable models.
3
 

 Table 1 is the novometric association 

matrix for these three variables. 
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Table 1: Novometric Association Matrix for Three Mixed-Metric Variables (N=528) 

                                                                                             Attribute 

   Gender Age Cleaning Aide 

C 

l 

a 

s 

s 

Gender 

 

Cuts 

ESS 

D 

p< 

 

--- 31, 1 

7.29 

25.43 

0.36 

1, (1, 4) 

11.18 

15.89 

0.039 

 

V 

a 

r 

i 

Age Cuts 

ESS 

D 

p< 

1, 31 

8.28 

22.15 

0.083 

--- 1, 38 

22.73 

6.80 

0.0001 

a 

b 

l 

e 

Cleaning 

Aide 

Cuts 

ESS 

D 

p< 

1, 1 

10.21 

17.59 

0.018 

38, 1 

21.44 

7.32 

0.0001 

--- 

 

Matrix cells represent the pair of varia-

bles indicated by the column and row variables 

intersecting to form the cell. Statistics given in 

every cell are: model cutpoints for attribute and 

class variable (see below); ESS; D; and p for the 

obtained ESS. Diagonal cells are empty because 

in the ODA paradigm a variable cannot be both 

attribute and class variable in the same analysis. 

First consider the two models in which 

age is treated as being the attribute or “predictor 

variable” (i.e., as the “independent variable” in 

legacy statistics
8-11

). 

In row 1 (gender), column 2 (age), the 

GO model is: if age<31 then predict gender=1 

(male); otherwise predict gender=0 (female). 

Note that in every matrix cell the first of the two 

“cuts” (cutpoints) listed is for the attribute, the 

second is for the class variable. As seen, the 

model yielded relatively weak, statistically 

unreliable predictive accuracy. 

Table 2 presents the confusion matrix for 

this model applied to the data (50% sensitivity is 

expected by chance for each of the two gender 

class categories
8,9

). 

Table 2: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Gender: Age<31 

                                  Predicted Gender 

                                         F          M 

                 Actual      F     143        43     76.9% 

                Gender     M   238      104     30.4% 

 Next, for row 3 (cleaning aide), column 

2 (age), the GO model is: if age<38 predict that 

teeth cleaning aide=toothbrush; otherwise pre-

dict cleaning aide=finger, other, or none. Table 

3 presents the confusion matrix for this model. 

Table 3: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Cleaning Aide: Age<38 

                                    Predicted Aide 

                                     Other    Brush 

         Actual      Other     135       150     47.4% 

            Aide      Brush     63       180     74.1% 

 As seen, using novometric analysis a 

statistically significant (p<0.0001), reproducible 
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(i.e., stable in LOO analysis), relatively weak 

(ESS=21.44, D=7.32) effect emerged: 100-

47.4%=52.6% (2 in 4) people aged 38 years or 

younger used a toothbrush as a teeth cleaning 

aide, as compared to 74.1% (3 in 4) of the older 

people in the sample. 

Now consider the models in which age is 

treated as the class or “target” variable (i.e., as 

the “dependent variable” in legacy statistics
8-11

). 

In row 2 (age), column 1 (gender), the 

GO model is: if gender=1 (male) then predict 

age<31; otherwise predict age>31. The model 

yielded relatively weak, statistically marginal 

predictive accuracy. Table 4 gives the confusion 

matrix for this model applied to the data (50% 

sensitivity is expected by chance for each of the 

two age class categories
8,9

). 

 

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Age by Gender 

                                     Predicted Age 

                                       <31        >31 

             Actual     <31     104           43     70.8% 

                 Age     >31    238         143     37.5% 

And, for row 2 (age), column 3 (cleaning 

aide), the GO model is: if aide=1 (toothbrush) 

predict age<38; otherwise predict age>38. The 

model yielded relatively weak, but statistically 

reliable predictive accuracy. Table 5 gives the 

confusion matrix for this model. 

 

Table 5: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Age by Teeth Cleaning Aide 

                                     Predicted Age 

                                       <38        >38 

             Actual     <38     180         150     54.6% 

                 Age     >38      63         135     68.2% 

Finally, consider the models involving 

the gender and teeth cleaning aide variables. 

In row 3 (cleaning aide), column 1 (gen-

der), the GO model is: if gender=1 (male) then 

predict cleaning aide=1 (toothbrush); otherwise 

predict cleaning aide=2-4 (finger, other, none). 

The model yielded relatively weak, statistically 

significant (evaluated at the generalized, per-

comparison criterion
8,9

) predictive accuracy. 

Table 6 is the confusion matrix for the model. 

 

Table 6: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Cleaning Aide by Gender 

                                    Predicted Aide 

                                     Other    Brush 

         Actual      Other     104       153     40.5% 

            Aide      Brush     82       189     69.7% 

Finally, in row 1 (gender), column 3 

(cleaning aide), the GO model is: if cleaning 

aide=1 (toothbrush) or 4 (none) then predict 

gender=1 (male); otherwise predict gender=0 

(female). The model yielded relatively weak, 

statistically significant (at the generalized, per-

comparison criterion) predictive accuracy. The 

model confusion matrix is shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Novometric 

Model Predicting Gender by Cleaning Aide 

                                  Predicted Gender 

                                         F          M 

                 Actual      F     104        82     55.9% 

                Gender     M   153      189     55.3% 

Comments 

Initial research suggests that ESS and D 

are rarely symmetric in “real-world” pairwise 

applications.
1
 Models predicting class X with 

attribute Y—and models predicting class Y with 

attribute X, archetypally return different values 

of ESS, D and p, and may differ structurally. 

These phenomena are well illustrated presently. 

First, compare the findings using age to 

predict cleaning aide (Table 3) vs. using clean-

ing aide to predict age (Table 5): model thresh-

olds are identical; normed accuracy (ESS and 

D) are comparable (both are relatively weak); 
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p’s are statistically significant; and models had 

stable LOO performance. While the findings of 

these models are not isomorphic (e.g., sensitivi-

ties for the latter model were more balanced), 

the results are numerically highly consistent. 

Second, compare findings using age to 

predict gender (Table 2), vs. using gender to 

predict age (Table 4). While model thresholds 

and normed accuracy indexes (ESS and D) are 

approximately comparable, p for the former 

model is clearly not statistically significant, but 

p for the latter model is statistically marginal 

and would be statistically significant if the ESS 

replicated for a larger sample
8
 (the model had 

stable ESS in LOO analysis). 

Finally, compare findings using cleaning 

aide to predict gender (Table 7), vs. using gen-

der to predict teeth cleaning aide (Table 6). 

Consistent with findings obtained for models 

relating gender and age, models relating gender 

and cleaning aide had comparable accuracy 

(ESS and D); p for both models is statistically 

significant at the generalized criterion (and can 

be improved if the effect is replicated for a 

larger sample); and both models had stable LOO 

performance. However, while models relating 

gender and age had isomorphic thresholds, this 

was not the case for the models relating gender 

and teeth cleaning aide—which were structur-

ally different. 
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